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ABSTRACT 
Let S = (al > a2 > "'" > am} be a sequence of real numbers. If a~ > 0, as < 0 then 
the replacement ofa~, aj by a~ + as will be called a merger. The set S can be transformed 
into a set S1 of s < m real numbers by a sequence of mergers if and only if 
8 r m 
) '~a j>) -~as> E ai.  
I 1 m--s+l 
Applying this result the maximum number of orthogonal lines which can be inscribed 
into a cone is computed. 
In this paper I prove three theorems. Theorem 1 has been previously derived by 
M. Marcus [2] applying results of Ky Fan [3] hut an independent constructive proof 
of Theorem 1 might be of interest. Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem l which 
has previously been stated only for n = 3. Theorem 3 is a combinatorial theorem 
and is new as far as I can ascertain. 
An  or thogona l  m-pod  is a set of  m mutua l ly  o r thogona l  ines meet ing 
at the origin. 
I f  Q is a quadrat ic  fo rm with real coefficients then the set o f  points 
satisfying the equat ion  Q = 0 is cal led a cone. (Note  that  the cone 
consists o f  the whole space i f  all coefficients o f  Q are 0.) 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Let 
Q= ~ ~ ai,xixj, 
i= l  j= l  
where the aij are real numbers and aij = a~i. Let h i ~ ~2 ~ "'" >/~ be 
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the eigenvalues of the matrix (a~) and let t be its trace. The cone Q = 0 
contains an orthogonal m-pod if and only if 
11 -q- "'" q- ~,_,~ ) t ) Am+l q- "'" q- A~. 
Two quadratic forms 
Q= ~ ~ a,jx,x5 
i=1 5=1 
and Q*= ~ ~ b~sx~x5 
"/=1 5=1 
(1) 
will be called equivalent if there exists an orthogonal transformation T 
such that 
(xl .... ,xn) = (yx ..... y,) T 
and Q(xl ..... xn) = Q*(yl ..... y.). 
We shall show that Theorem 1 follows immediately from the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be the quadratic form of Theorem 1. I f  Q is equiv- 
alent to 
i=1 5=1 
where bll + " "+ bn-m,n-m : t then (1) holds. I f  (1) holds then Q is 
equivalent to a form 
Q*= ~ ~ b~sxix~ 
i= l  : i=l 
with b . . . .  +1 ..... +1 . . . . .  bn~ ~ O. 
Let n --  m = s. The form Q is equivalent o Y.~=l Aix~ 2. Hence without 
loss of generality we may assume that 
We shall first prove the necessity of (1). Let 
T diag(h 1 ,.,., A,) T '  = (b~5), 
where T'  denotes the transpose of  T. Let 
T' = (P~3; 
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then 
~,, S--1 
t = ~i(pi21 .q.- ,...Af_ ,p~3) = E 
4=1 i=1 
(a, - a,)(pih + "'" + + 
"~- ~ ('~i -- hs)(P~l q- "'" -~-P~s) 
i=s+l 
s--1 
i=1 i=1 
since hi -- 2t, ~ 0 for i ~< s, Ai -- ,~ ~< 0 for i > s, and ~-,a=iPian 2 = 1. 
Applying this result to -Q  we find 
t >~ ~+I + "'" + An. 
This proves (1), 
To prove the sufficiency of (1) let S = {al ~> a2 ~ "'" ~ am} be a set 
of m numbers. I f  a~ ~ 0, a~. ~< 0 then the replacement of the pair ai, at 
by the number ai § at will be called a merger. We shall prove: 
LEMMA 2. I f  
1 1 ra-s+l 
then by a sequence o f  mergers o f  neighbouring elements it is possible to 
transform the set S = {al ~ a2 ~ "'" ~ a,~} into a set o f  s elements. 
PROOF: If  S = m there is nothing to prove. Hence we can apply 
induction. If s < m then al ~ 0, am ~ 0. Suppose aj ~ 0, a~.+l ~< 0. Let 
S 1 be the set obtained by merging at and a~.+l 9 If j > s then the first 
inequality of (3) is not affected. I f  j ~< s then 0 ~> a,+l ~ "'" ~ am and 
therefore 
ai ~ ai .  
i=I i=1 
Hence $1 still satisfies the first condition of Lemma 2. Applying this 
result o - -S we see that $1 also satisfies the second condition and Lemma 2 
follows by induction. 
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Now let Q = ~ ,~sx~ 2. I f  ~ >/0,  %j+~ ~ 0 and not both = 0 we set 
Xj = (V~---~-j+ 1 X; -~ ~ X;+l)/'~V/~j - -  ~.4+1 ,
(4) 
x;+l = (x /~ x;. - V-:-X;+~ x;.+l)/V% - a;+~. 
Then 
}tjx~ q- h~+lx~+ -= 2 "V/---~-~?t~+l XjXj+ 1"  ' "@ (~j -}- ~j+l)Xj~21 . (5) 
Clearly the transformation (4) corresponds to a merger of the diagonal 
coefficients Aj and A~+I and by Lemma 2 we can continue the process 
until only at most s of  the diagonal coefficients are distinct from 0. This 
completes the proof  of  Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1 can be applied also to asymmetric matrices. Denoting by 
A'  the transpose of  A we have 
COROLLARY 1. I f  A = (a~j) is any real matrix then there exists an 
orthogonal matrix Tsuch that TAT '  = B = (bit) with bll --  --  bm,~ = 0 
if  and only i f  A ~ A' satisfies the conditions of  Lemma 1. 
I f  A is any matrix whose trace is 0 then A q- A' has trace 0 and therefore 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 with s = 1. We therefore have 
COROLLARY 2. I f  A is any real matrix whose trace is 0 then there 
exists an orthogonal transformation T such that all diagonal elements of  
TAT '  are O. 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. For if 
Q = ~ biy i2 @ E 2bi~y iy j ,  
i=1 l~i<j~n 
where Yi are orthogonal functions of  Xl ..... x~, let l~ be the line y~ = 0 
for j ~ n --  m -t- oz. Then l 1 ..... lm form an orthogonal m-pod on the 
cone Q = 0. 
I f  Q is a quadratic form with vanishing trace then we can say more. 
THEOREM 2. I f  
Q= ~ ~ a,jx~xj 
i=l j=l 
is a quadratic form such that t = ~=1 aii = 0 and i f  11 ..... Ira, m < n, 
is an orthogonal m-pod on the cone Q ~ 0 then there exist lines lm+l ..... l,~ 
such that 11 ..... l,~ is an orthogonal n-pod on Q = O. 
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PROOF: We refer the space to a coordinate system in which/1 ..... Im 
are the first m coordinate axes. Let 
i=1 5=1 
where Xl ..... x., are the coordinates in this system. Let Pi : (3ia ..... ai,~), 
where a~i ~ 1, aiJ : 0 for i =7s j. The point Pi is on li hence on the cone 
Q : 0 for i : 1,.., m. This means that 
GI1 = " ' "  = 61ram = O. 
The form Qm+1 = Q(O ..... O, xm+1 ..... x~) has trace 0 and the cone 
Q~+I = 0 is contained in a subspace orthogonal to /i ..... Ira. By 
Corollary 2the cone contains an orthogona] n -- m pod Ira+, .... , Is so that 
/i ..... I. is an orthogonal n-pod. 
Theorems I and 2 and their proofs carry over to Hermitian forms 
under unitary equivalence. In Corollary I if .4 has complex coefficients 
we can state only that A is equivalent under unitary transformation toa 
matrix B---- (b~j), where the real parts of bn ..... b~,~ vanish. A similar 
change is necessary in Corollary 2 if A has complex coefficients. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is not only an existence proof but is con- 
structive if Q is already given in the form (2). One has only to write the 
successive transformations (4) in matrix form and to multiply the matrices. 
The orthogonal m-pod can then be found from the columns of the product. 
To illustrate this process we consider the cone 
Q=4x 2+2y ~-z  2 -3 t  2= 0. 
The transformations need not be carried through. We can read off the 
successive transformations from the diagonal terms. In our case the 
resulting diagonals are 
(4,2,--I,--3), (4,0, I,--3), (4,0,0,--2), (0,0,0,2). 
The corresponding transformation is 
( ooO o !)(ooO o llx/3 V'21V3 1 0 1 0 
v/2/v/3 --IIv'3 0 v'312 0 1 
0 0 0 89 --v'312/\2/V'3 0 0 -- I IV'3/ 
I/V3 o o ~/~/V3 \ 
/33V, 1/~/3 1/~/2 -- 1/3V'2| 
= -- ~ ~/2/V3 --1/2 1/6 l= i "  
\ - I lV~ o I12 112 1 
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The matrix M transforms Q into a form with diagonal (0, 0, 0, 2) and 
the first three columns of M give us the orthogonal tripod (l/x/3, 1/3, 
--1/3 x/2, - - l /x/2),  (0, 1/a/g, ~/2/x/3, 0), (0, l/X/2, --1/2, 1/2). 
The geometric interpretation of Lemma 1 given by Theorem 1 was 
suggested by some unpublished work of I. J. Schoenberg. Theorem 2 
was known for n ----- 3 [1]. In a somewhat weaker form it was also known 
to Schoenberg for any value of n. 
I f  S : {a 1 ~ as ~ "'" ~ am} is a set of m real numbers which can, 
by a sequence of mergers, be transformed into a set S t of s real numbers, 
then these mergers can be interpreted as a sequence of orthogonal 
transformations similar to (4) which transform the form ~ aixi 2 into a 
form with at most s non-0 elements in the principal diagonal. Hence by 
Lemma 1 the inequalities (3) must hold. Together with Lemma 2 this 
gives the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let S : {al ~ as ~ "'" ~ am} be a set of m real numbers. 
l f  S can be transformed into a set $1 of s ~ m real numbers by a sequence 
of mergers then 
~ aj ~ ~ aj ~ ~ aj. 
i I m--s+1 
I f  (6) holds then S can be transformed into a set $1 of s real numbers by 
a sequence of mergers between eighboring elements. 
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